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(Visit the Career Center or email Sec@lattc.edu to apply for posted positions)

Supply Water and Waste Water Technology

Full Time
Job Title:
Hours/Days:
Location:
Requirements:

Job Title:
Hours/Days:
Location:
Requirements:

Wastewater Operator
Job Number: 5187
(posted 7/21)
Monday-Friday
Salary: DOE
Irwindale
Skills Requirements: High school diploma or general education degree
(GED); Excellent oral and written communication skills; Minimum of 2 years
related experience preferred; Minimally, must have State Water Resource
Control Board, T1 or equivalent. Physical requirements: Push pull and/or move
up to 40 pounds; Regularly climb stairs and ladders; Must be dependable and
able to work independently; Familiar with basic hand tools and power tools;
Required to use all personal protective equipment (company provided) in
compliance with OSHA regulations.

Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator
Job Number: 5153
(posted 6/29)
Monday-Friday
Salary: $21-24/hr.
Bell Gardens
Skills Requirements: Analytical skills - Must conduct tests and inspections on
water or wastewater and evaluate the results; Detail oriented - Must monitor
machinery, gauges, dials, and controls to ensure everything is operating properly;
Math skills - Must have the ability to apply data to formulas that determine
treatment requirements, flow levels, and concentration levels; Mechanical skills
- Must know how to work with machines and use tools. They must be familiar
with how to operate, repair, and maintain equipment.
Job Description: Routinely operates waste water treatment and prepares tank
solutions as needed to keep flow of the system; Ensures the ongoing chemical
stability of the waste treatment operation. This includes the addition of the
required chemicals to maintain this stability; Understands the chemicals and
other ingredients that comprise the waste treatment operation and the
contribution each chemical makes toward the systems operation; Has knowledge
of chemical actions, reactions and potential chemical hazards involved in the use
of these materials as part of the waste treatment system's operation. This includes
safety and protection procedures to be followed in the event of chemical spills or
other contact with this material; Performs appropriate storage activities for other
chemicals and sludge that result from plant plating activities; Performs required
maintenance on waste treatment system equipment, such as pumps, mixers, and
other system electrical equipment; Maintains all required records and files on
waste treatment system operations and functions; Communicate potential
hazards and safety issues to the supervisor; Other duties as assigned.

